
Local SEO 

 

Turn The Tables & Thrive Your Business With Local SEO 

Every small and multi-location company can let its business blossom successfully and 

attract more customers with planned execution of local SEO strategies.  

What is Local SEO? 

Local SEO is a smart and effective way to market the business online. It helps 

entrepreneurs to promote their products and services to local customers at the right 

time. To get the site ranked in search engines like Google, Local SEO uses a variety of 

strategies such as: 

 Super Pages 

 Yellow Book 

 Bing Places for Business page 

 Yelp 

 Online reviews  

 Google My Business listing 

 Foursquare 

 Localized content on your website 

Local search is used by millions of customers every day in order to find the best local 

businesses in their particular area. Possibilities of getting found by potential 

customers increase by hiring local SEO company.   

It is good to know that these services offer a targeted online marketing approach and 

allow to position the business not only on search engines various digital marketing 

platforms as well.  

 

 

 

 



 

How Local SEO services Fetch New Customers? 

 

 Helping local customers to fin local business on desktop and mobile 

Some people still depend on phone books; however, more & more people are 

switching to the internet to get information related to local businesses. Some statistics 

justifying these facts are: 

 46% Google searches are local 

 50% local mobile searchers find business information 

 96% users search through PC 

 64% searches are done through search engines and directories 

 78% searches result in an offline purchase  

 

 Local search marketing is timely and highly targeted  

Local search tactics assist with better position and promote what the business has got 

to offer to local consumers looking for the particular business. Nothing could be 

better than connecting with valuable customers when they are in real need.  

 Best conversion levels of all local advertising channels 

If we talk about online directories, they display a business’ name, contact number, 

address and additional information. Local directories rule the very first page of local 

search results. Moreover, local directory marketing offers higher conversion rate as 

compared to other usual advertising options. This clears that getting a business listed 

accurately on maximum online directory sites can help to convert almost every lead 

into a permanent customer.  

 Excellent return on investment 

Local SEO involves isn’t like usual advertising and help to reach the customers when 

they are in need and not on useless occasions. Needless to say, this makes these 

services efficient and cost-effective. 

 

 



 

 More than half of the businesses haven’t claimed Google My Business listing 

 

Google makes Google My Business listing available for almost any business. It is very 

important to know that getting listed on Google My Business helps increase the 

chances of appearing in local search results on Google. As many local businesses are 

unaware about the potential of online marketing yet, it is a golden opportunity to 

head start before the competitors and welcome profits.  

 

 Many best local SEO opportunities are FREE  

 

Free promotion for business is possible as claiming listing on Google My Business, 

Bing Places for Business and several other online business directories is free. 

 

Expand Your Business 

 

Apart from the amazing ways local SEO helps, there are many more ways it helps in. 

What needs to ponder upon is that local search trends are powerful and will turn more 

& more powerful in the future.  

 

Whatever business one own and whatever industry type they belong to, it’s high time 

to take advantage of these services, boost the business, beat the competitors and 

make it big in the challenging world. Generating revenues, building a strong customer 

base and flourishing in every aspect is way easy by planning & implementing the right 

strategies.  


